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About This Game

Join a young inventor on the expedition of his life. A remarkable journey from Spain, across the Mediterranean, to distant
Africa; a quest to save his own soul and lives of those he holds most dear.

Two brothers operate a workshop that is well ahead of its time in Barcelona of 1514. It's the time of the golden epoch of the
Renaissance, a time of discoveries and inventions; but also the brutal age of the Inquisition.

One brother puts all his efforts into building a flying machine, while the other dreams of Egypt and mysterious art treasures.
The advanced ideas and exotic fantasies weaved by the pair arouses the suspicions of the Grand Inquisitor.

Quite suddenly their small world is turned upside down as one brother is taken away by the Inquisition; leaving the other alone
to search for answers that will set his imprisoned sibling free.

Explore the ravishingly beautiful and detailed locations of this remarkable adventure as you become immersed in this
mysterious medieval tale and solve a unique combination of puzzles, mini-games, and other challenges that are perfectly

integrated within this breathtaking storyline.

Evade further attacks by the inquisition, and forge strong alliances with those you meet along the way. Trek across different
countries and cultures and eventually to the legendary desert city of ZERZURA, where an ancient terror guards over powerful

secrets - and poses the greatest challenge of all!
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INCREDIBLE

. Love the game never hadanything bad happen while playing.. Beautiful adventure for those who want to snoop around and take
their time interacting with objects laying around. Game rewards curious people who want to immerse themselves in the world it
creates.. quite enjoyable. A great game when you want to relax and unwind after a long day. Pizza Frenzy is adorable. Pizza
Frenzy is addictive. You basically play as a pizza air traffic controller, clicking on pizza orders and then clicking on one of your
pizza restaurants that serves that topping. Apparently your pizza restaurant can only serve one topping at a time, but that doesn't
seem to really matter. Level up your toppings, make combos to get "Pizza Frenzy" and earn fat tips from celebrities and deliver
pizza to the hobos who randomly keep changing their order. Get praised for every pizza frenzy and feel good about yourself; the
way your father never made you feel. It's a fun, fast paced, easy to play game. I don't exactly know what the money you earn is
for though. Thanks Popcap for another funnel for where I can toss my spare time in. <3 8/10. This is a really cute game. I
enjoyed the puzzles and it was a nice intro to the game.. sorry. i wanted to like this game.
i was hoping for a rougelike, seeing someone lose the game in the gameplay trailer...
but i was going to beat it on my first playthough and stopped playing. why?
it was challenging and stressful at first during the learning curve.
as soon as i learned how to play the game, it was incredibly easy.
the hardest part of the game was the math of trying to add and subtract a page of tenths, hundreths, and thousanths with no
subtotals whatsoever.
it's hard to be a strategy game when halfway through you say "f it" and stop worrying about your little economy.

took less than half an hour for me to play it with no audio.
tried to keep playing it windowed in the background...
sorry. its that bad.
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You can learn from this game about history so that's why I recommend it.. was not actually interactive just clicked through
riddles.... Soda Dungeon is probably the idle game I have most enjoyed out of all the idle games I have played. I am really
enjoying the art and sound design and would recommend any idle game fan try it out.

. If your an X-COM fan or any kind of Post- Apocalyptic style game fan (I.E Any PC Fallout before 3). Then you will enjoy
this game. With a bit of vulgarity between characters they set the tone of the world very well. Lots of Action and an even more
entertaining slaughter fest once you get explosives!

Because it's still early access there are some bugs but if your like me and enjoy the game play for what it is you can get deeply
tied to all of the members of your Caravan regardless of their rolls in the story.

Gotta say, lots of fun.

Extremebunny
Dungeons and Distractions. I like this game, but there are a few problems with it for me.
First, it has terrible frame rate when outside, might be too many entities or somthing that i don't know about. (by the way, i have
a pretty good computer, it runs more complicated games better than the streets of this game)

Second, I found the controls a little funky, I tried to turn around but it didn't read me hitting the button, that happend both
indoors and out.

Those are the only two problems that I found with the game so far. And I hope not to find more.. An absolute blast to play! The
devs clearly understand what makes a good shmup stand out among the mountain of semi-decent ones. Fast paced, chaotic, and
oozing with style—this game will keep you coming back for more.. Excellent idea, not bad graphics but... unfortunately
gameplay is kind of coarse... Game has some bugs also. But! If You have nothing to do, and You are patient enough it is game
for You. When You will get used to game universe - it can give You a lot of fun :) I am pretty sure I come back to play
sometime.. I Realy Like this Game Cuz im a Shark. I like this game, because it is not an easy one. It is hard to build a base, you
have to think on the resources you have to make progress on your production. Make me a lot of fun to research how to a do a
thing, a factory, wires, re-desing. It is very glorius to see your base from the jetpack, give it a try !
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